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An SFG℠ Analysts Take
A.

Introduction to Field Service Fall: Innovation. Progression. That’s Field Service!

There were a great many lessons to be learned about field service and customer support so far in 2017 due
to a number of factors, including responses to multiple natural disasters (i.e., hurricanes, floods and
earthquakes); evolving patterns of customer needs, requirements and expectations (i.e., as a result of the
introduction and proliferation of new technologies); a changing competitive landscape (e.g., the
consolidation and/or acquisition of many of the “traditional” Field Service Management (FSM) solution
providers, as well as the influx of many new start-ups); and so on.
That’s what’s makes the WBR 2017 Field Service Fall conference at Amelia Island, Florida, so important –
especially as it immediately followed the destruction caused by Hurricane Irma only a couple of weeks
earlier. Innovation and progress were certainly at the forefront of those services organizations proximate to
Amelia Island (and Texas only a couple of weeks earlier) that were tasked to deal with the devastation that
was brought forth.
"Field Service Fall 2017 was a fantastic opportunity to share ideas with peers on topics of innovation,
growth, customer experience and best operational practices. Well worth the commitment to
attend. Have ideas to carry me and my organization into 2018."
- Tim Spencer, SVP & GM
Bunn
General Conference Theme
First, as conference host, Sara Mueller, WBR’s Event Producer for the conference, stated in her opening
remarks, that after speaking to a number of Field Service executives leading up to the event, most
suggested that they were interested in learning more about what their peers were doing (or thinking of
doing) with respect to dealing with major challenges and establishing priorities for moving forward.
To that end, Sara summarized the “Big Picture” that her executive interviews painted as consisting of the
following four components:
•
•
•
•

Business Model Transformation – moving towards selling outcomes rather than selling a product;
Having the Right Field Force in Place – with the right information and tools at their fingertips;
Leveraging Digitalization and Connected Products – for better efficiency and service; and
Achieving Customer Satisfaction – and growth!

The main premise behind all of this “learning”, Sara said, could be summarized in a single quote from
Benjamin Franklin: “Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.” The next
three days certainly bore out Franklin’s thoughts – all with clear examples and background provided.
However, there is always additional, or incremental, “learning” that can be attained by participating in
events such as WBR’s Field Service Fall. The following is our “take” on the primary lessons learned over the
course of the three day event.
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Advancing Service Together
Before delving into specific topics relating to lessons learned from the conference, first, we believe it would
be helpful to. Take a more broadly-defined look at what constitutes the basis of field service and customer
support.
In his keynote presentation, Martin Knook, CEO at Gomocha, defined the components of “Advancing
Service Together” as being based on the the responses to a series of questions, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What can I do for you today?
What can I do better this time?
What solution do you need tomorrow?
Do you have any pain points that you can share?
Are you happy with my product/service?
What else do you expect?

While admittedly, this list of questions is not complete, it at least establishes a base, or basis, for both the
solution provider and the customer to begin the process of working together to a common end. “It’s not
rocket science!”, Knook exclaimed. But it does begin the process of information exchange.
Knook also cited W. Edwards Deming, who said that, “Without data, you are just another person with an
opinion.” However, data alone does not do the entire job – the data must, first be accurate and relevant,
but it must then be converted into usable information and, ultimately actionable knowledge.
“The top challenges voiced by attendees of the Field Service Fall conference are all problems
that Astea helps the world’s best service-driven companies overcome. We were happy to share
best practices on how to leverage our full service life cycle platform to connect all internal
and external service stakeholders and gain real-time visibility into their native and third party
employees, clients, and assets.”
- Emily Hackman, Director of Global Marketing
Astea International
The challenges, according to Knook, are:
•
•
•
•

Servitization
Technology Capabilities
Existing Business Processes, Products and Services
Innovative Learning Organization

One of the greatest challenges is predicated on the fact that “only 18% of the companies interviewed have
clear performance metrics in place.” This is also supported by Strategies For Growth’s (SFG’s) most recent
survey data tree along that a similar percent do not currently even have a formal Key Performance
Indicator (KPI) program in place.
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However, these alarmingly low percentages may be somewhat offset by the fact that up to 62% of the
organizations surveyed in SFG’s 2017 Field Service Benchmark Survey are currently establishing or
enhancing their existing KPI programs to include more metrics measured, more sharing of
data/information and the better application of those measurements into strengthening their ability to
measure and improve existing levels of performance.
Denise Rundle, GM and Partner at Microsoft, took the discussion a bit further by discussing “Turning
Customers into Raving Fans.” In her keynote presentation, she cited a quote from Microsoft CEO, Satya
Nadella, who stated the company’s mission statement as, “Achieving our mission requires us to evolve our
culture and it all starts with a growth mindset – a passion to learn and bring our best every day to make a
bigger difference in the world.”
It’s all there: culture, passion to learn, bring our best, make a difference via the execution of our “growth
mindset”. And, not the other way around!
1. In order to execute on its mission, Microsoft has identified three breakthrough experiences that it
believes will take it to the next level:
2. Artificial Intelligence – the technology that will make the virtual agent more human and helps agents be
more effective,
3. Collaborative Delivery Model – based on the simple routing to groups of experts who solve cases
collaboratively, and before and after sentiment to understand how customers feel.
4. Achieve More Conversations – through the application of machine learning, predictive analytics and
targeting, and campaigns.
Rundle also spoke of the things that Microsoft has already begun implementing in these areas including:
(1) extending conversations with customers by 30 seconds in order to “add real value to customers; (2)
eliminate “painful routing” and “frustrating bounces” by channeling customer calls directly to “groups of
collaborative product specialists” (i.e., rather than to a worldwide assortment of engineers, etc.): and (3)
provide customers with an “end-to-end” user experience to create new opportunities to customers (as well
as cross-sell and upsell opportunities to Microsoft).

B. Greatest Lessons Learned
Perhaps the greatest lessons learned from WBR’s 2017 Field Service Fall conference were focused in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Transformation
Connected Services / The Internet of Things (IoT)
Augmented Reality (AI) / Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Machine Learning (ML)
Outcome-Based Services
Dealing with a Changing Workforce / Leveraging a Contingent Workforce
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Digital Transformation
I-scoop.eu defines Digital Transformation as “the profound transformation of business and organizational
activities, processes, competencies and models to fully leverage the changes and opportunities of a mix of
digital technologies and their accelerating impact across society in a strategic and prioritized way, with
present and future shifts in mind.”
However, InfoWorld provides a much dire definition by stating that “Digital transformation, aka DX, is hot -and if you're not doing it, your company will die and you will lose your CIO or IT leadership job. You'll -shudder -- be disrupted! Or fail the wrong side of the Innovator's Dilemma. That's the message over the
last few months from consultants, pundits, and of course vendors.”
“The change driven by digital is staggering - 20,000 years of change in the next 100 years! 1/2 of the
original Fortune 500 companies are gone and in the next 10 years another 40% will be gone. CIO spend over 70% is to maintain legacy systems - what a waste! Pay and incentivize on customer emotion measure at the beginning and end of the engagement. ‘True Emotion’. Be brave - do not be afraid to fail
- fail fast! Involve customers in the development - be selective who leads so all is involved. Ask your
customer - am I involved with what is important to you???”
- Charles W. Johnson, Director - Service Optimization and Business Intelligence
Philips Healthcare
Johnny Johnson, SVP at National Grid allayed some of the fears that could easily be associated with the
movement toward Digital Transformation by providing a checklist of the right things to do (based on his
company’s experience):
Be clear on the problem you are trying to solve and keep focused on it
Executive alignment is critical but time consuming
Visit others – you’ll be amazed what you learn
Pilot – to test ideas, gather invaluable data and build momentum
Build your team s early as you can, ideally dedicated and preferably a mixed business and IT team
working together
• Think about how you would measure success upfront
• While you inevitably just want to get on with it – there can be much value extracted from the process
•
•
•
•
•

In fact, National Grid’s slogan with respect to Digital Transformation – and supporting its customers – is
:”Fix Today. Enable Tomorrow.” And, this, according to Johnson, requires a slow, well thought-pout process
involving the cross-cultivating of teams from booth Services and IT.
John Bunney, Senior Director at Cisco also spoke on the topic of “The Death of Reactive Support” as we
know it, essentially through the application and proliferation of Digital Transformation in addressing
“complexity and customer expectations”.
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In his keynote presentation, Bunney claimed that:
• “Quality” is harder to achieve each year with increased product complexity, convergence, and solution
level dependencies
• Customer’s expectations (and choices) are also increasing “Cloud level availability”
• The perception of quality can be influenced by reducing impact of issues through automation and
preemptive support
In a panel moderated by Sarah Nicastro, Publisher/Editor-in-Chief of Field Technologies Online, Aleem
Lakshmi, EVP at AmTrust Financial suggested that, “Five years ago, digitizations wasn’t even part of the
discussion. However, five years from now, we’ll be talking about how drones and robots will be performing
service.” He then went on to say that, “The consumers who have radically changed the way we conduct our
business today, will be the ones who will change the way we do service. They’ll have a lot more visibility, a
lot more transparency, and a lot more accountability.”
"Particularly interesting to hear about the different metrics that service companies are juggling: uptime,
cost of service, customer satisfaction, first time fix rates...many of which represent competing priorities.
It really underlines the need for agile technology that can deal with these trade-offs and respond rapidly
to the changing needs of the business."
- Paul Whitelam, Group VP, Product Marketing
ClickSoftware
John Bunney further explained that, “data for data’s sake is not good,” and that you “need to start small
[with respect to Digital Transformation].” Vivek Josh’s, CEO and Founder at Entytle, echoed these
sentiments by saying that “too many moon shots fail” – and that you need to start out small.
Bunney did warn, however, that “We really have to start to focus on trust” – a statement that was further
echoed in several of the subsequent presentations made at the conference during the next two days.
The way Cisco looks at Digital Transformation is as a continuum that traverses across several processes
before arriving at “Autonomous Services”:
•
•
•
•
•

Reactive – monitor, troubleshoot and fix
Proactive – maintain health, and look for known issues and fix
Predictive – Looking for potential future problems
Preemptive – make changes to prevent a problem
Autonomous – Machine Learning (ML( makes changes to prevent a problem

In the following Q & A, it became apparent that many field services organizations represented by attendees
were still only at the second or third level of the continuum, and that only a few were actively involved in
those areas requiring the support of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and ML.
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In one of the following panels, Jim Feely, SVP of Global Service Solutions at Bell & Howell, echoed that, “It’s
hard to deliver 100% unless you can keep everything running through predictive maintenance.” Feely went
on to say that, you have to “do your homework” and “share what [you] have with your customers. We’re
fixing the customer’s equipment before they know it! We sometimes need to ‘toot our own horns’ so that
they know what we’re doing for them – even when they’re not asking for it!”
Conrad Hofmeyr, CEO at JourneyApps, defined his organization’s take on Digital Transformation as focusing
primarily on three areas:
• Customer Experience
• Operational Processes
• Business Models
He also discussed the “fungibility” of products and services as it relates to “operational agility”, and that
“DX is a journey; not a destination.”
All of these factors, ultimately, support the case for moving forward with Digital Transformation.
Connected Services / The Internet of Things (IoT)
Perhaps the greatest example of Connected Services was presented by Larry Wash, CEO & President of
KONE Americas in his keynote presentation. Wash spoke on their topic of “Today’s Smart Building:
Optimizing the User Experience Experience Through the Innovation of Intelligent Services.” However, he
made it clear that “It’s not just about the uptime; it’s about flow!” And, how “flow” converts directly into
desired outcomes.
For example, in an intelligent building, the elevators do not simply go up and down upon call (i.e., when the
button is pressed); in fact they do much more than that! Smart elevator systems now have the ability to
“read” a hotel guest’s room key card, and are programmed to dispatch the most appropriate elevator to
the guest’s current floor, along with the quickest ascent to the guest’s room floor. Just a simple “smart”
process like this can save the guest some time, while ultimately enhancing his or her overall customer
experience at the hotel.
In a more dollars and sense example, a “smart” elevator system can identify attorneys at an upper-level
law firm in a high-rise building (e.g., by their employee ID card, etc.) and initiate a process that can get
them to their office within six minutes or less (i.e., in this example), thereby saving “minutes of time” –
each time they use the elevator – resulting in measurable dollar savings over an extended period of time
(i.e., measured in terms of billing rates of $300/hour or more). Not to mention, preventing a group of
attorneys from being “ticked off” at a slow office elevator scenario!
Another benefit from the application of Connected Services was summed up by Shahar Chen, CEO at
Aquant, who showed a video that stated, “Better Analytics, More Wins!” According to Chen, Connected
Services will be responsible for more data, and that “the geeks are coming to the services world, and
they’re here to stay!”
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In a Connected Services environment, things like (1) faster resolution time, (2) more timely and accurate
resolution and (3) the ability to resolve issues “before they happen” using predictive KPIs are all fairly
commonplace. These benefits also correlate directly to what customers want; things take less time to fix,
they’re less disruptive (and oftentimes, even invisible), and their systems keep up and running – virtually
continuously.
The greatest challenge, however, for selling Connected Services to company management may be in the
lack of ability to provide a strong Return-On-Investment (ROI) forecast for the implementation, use and
ongoing maintenance. Several speakers echoed that for their company’s management to fully understand
the benefits of Connected Services, they will need to justify the technology spend against the financial
return – and sometimes, that’s a struggle!
The companion question is how can Connected Services be monetized within the organization (if at all)?
What is the value of this data to the customer, and how much would they be willing to pay for it in support
of their service delivery? Do you sell it? Do you give it away? One common thought was to give “some of
it” away for a designated period (e.g., six months, or one year) and the charge for “premium service”.
However, this debate is likely to continue for some time without a firm consensus forming.
Augmented Reality (AR) / Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Machine Learning (ML)
Much of the discussion at the conference centered on the topics of Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). However, of the three, AR was the most “understood” topic,
compared against AI and – especially – ML. Even so, the “playing field” for AR was somewhat “muddied” by
the recent movement toward the merging of AR with Virtual Reality (VR) into a “mixed bag” typically
referred to as either Merged Reality or Mixed Reality (both commonly known as MR).
While most of the larger services organizations represented at the conference have already delved into AR,
or MR, a majority of the smaller organizations are still evaluating what it will take to go down this particular
path. All agreed it was necessary; however, getting to where they want to be is, for some, still somewhat
problematic.
The discussions quickly turned to the “newer” topics of AI and ML – not necessarily leaving AR or MR in the
lurch – but serving as a real-time reminder that while some organizations are still evaluating the latter,
these “newer” scenarios are already gaining traction in terms of interest – and application – in the global
services industry.
The rationale behind the accelerated interest in AI and ML is that while AR, in and of itself, can provide
many benefits to both the services provider and its customers, the addition of AI and ML into the mix will
only serve to make the value proposition of AR even stronger, in that it will assure a “continuity of
improvement” over time, as the AI and ML functionalities keep augmenting the accumulated database
further through the continuing capture, processing and integration of every service transaction into their
inherent algorithms, etc.
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In his workshop session entitled, “The Link Between Big Data, IoT, Field Service and Data-Driven Decision
Making”, Vertiv Director, Lifecycle Management, Gregory Ratcliff suggested that in order to ensure
success, you need to “blend the IoT data you collect with machine learning” and, only in that way can the
“value of data be maximized.”
Ratcliff further went on to say that, “The days of schedule-based services are ending” and that “You want
to leverage the asymmetric knowledge” collected by your organization. In fact, he said, “The value of data
is maximized when data is combined from other sources.” For example, there is a “40% improvement in
value” that can be realized by combining data from multiple IoT applications and sources.
Still, there are challenges associated with the process, particularly focusing on (1) connecting legacy
devices, and (2) data security.
In the workshop session conducted by Shahar Chen, CEO, and Assad Melochna, COO at Aquant, the
ultimate value proposition of Artificial Intelligence was “AI improves winning- if we use it!” Using a number
of sports metaphors to characterize the application and benefits of AI, Chen cited that, “historically,
[business decisions] have been driven by a ‘recency bias’.” That is, future business decisions have been
historically made based on the results of the most recent data. However, in an AI world, these same
business decisions will be made based on the algorithms embedded in an AI environment, although
looking forward, rather than backward in order to reach the most effective decision.
“I was very pleased to see an enormous amount of participant engagement and recognition of how
quickly the technology landscape is changing. Recognition of the threat of business disruption and
disintermediation by emerging technology is a real risk and members showed an increasing awareness
of the threat and were very interested in plans to adapt.”
- Joe Kenny, Vice President, Global Customer Transformation & Customer Success
ServiceMax from GE Digital
In his keynote presentation, Tobias Dengel, CEO at WillowTree also explained that there is “an incredible
interest in voice” (e.g., Echo, Alexa, etc.), but that “where we are in voice today is uncertain.” However,
“voice recognition will continue to improve through AI, and is a solvable problem.
In one of his session slides, Dengel described his company’s approach as being “Multimodal” by stating
that “Multimodal experiences enable pervasive access to services by connecting the disparate ecosystems
and devices we use on a daily basis.” As such, voice recognition is just another one of the many
applications that can be supported by AI.
Outcome-Based Services
Outcome-based services was, arguably, the hottest topic at the conference. With solution providers like
Aquant positioning themselves as by stating, “We sell Uptime”, to services organizations like Bunn-o-Matic
(Bunn) saying that “we transform water” (i.e., for their beverage customers.
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In Tim Spencer’s (SVP & General Manager at Bunn) workshop session, entitled “Implementing Virtual
Presence Merged Reality at the Forefront of Dispensed Beverage Equipment: The Bunn Experience”, he
elaborated on the important difference between merely servicing his customers’ beverage dispensing
equipment and “transforming water” for his customers into the desired beverages, at the right
temperatures and in the right portions, etc. – a truly outcome-based service delivery system.
At Bunn, Spencer exclaimed, “as a company, we’re all about transforming water. It has to be clean, at just
the right temperature and mix with the added ingredients and flavors” covering an extensive array of
beverage products from juice, to tea, to hot coffee, to frozen beverages and everything in between. In
order to manage all of these possible iterations, Bunn relies on the embedding of chips in its beverage
dispensing systems “from grinders, to funnel, to brewing, to server.”
According to Spencer, Bunn’s Virtual Interactive Presence is what allows the company to provide its
customers with true outcome-based services, predicated on the following foundation:
•
•
•
•

Digitally merge two real-time mobile technology visual environments to allow virtual presence help
Blends local and remote video streams to give or receive interactive help – anywhere – instantly
Standard App (iOS and/or Android) mobile phones, tablets
No special requirements/equipment

The results of using this model, according to Spencer, are:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide exceptional value to our customers
Maintain the financial health of the business
Grow profitably
Support a challenging and satisfying workplace
Practice aggressive and continuous quality improvement by adhering to our Bunn quality policy

Laurent Othacéhé, CEO at Cognito, as part of his presentation, described “Flawless Customer Service” as
the result of the confluence of Operational Efficiency, Employee Engagement and the Customer Experience
– that all three of these goals must be executed in order to provide customers with their desired levels of
“flawless” service; again, all part of an outcome-based service delivery model.
“Our lesson learned is that the U.S. Field Service market is absolutely ready for real-time operational
analytics. Many of the organisations we met are looking for ways to drive more efficiencies and still
improve customer experience. The ROI we can deliver for these companies is hugely compelling.”
- Rebecca Barnett, VP, Marketing
Cognito
Overall, the discussions centering around outcome-based services typically focused on the fact that the
days of the traditional approach to schedule-based services are pretty much over, and that companies are
now increasingly being attuned to buying service agreements that are based on outcomes (e.g., power by
the hour, planes in the air, etc.) and quality of the delivered product (e.g., hot coffee, cold sodas, etc.),
rather than simply meeting contractual obligations for x number of PMs conducted over y numbers of
months, or 99.9% uptime.
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Nonetheless, while there has been a growing understanding of what AI is, and what it can do for the
services organization, there is somewhat less of an understanding of exactly what ML is – and what it can
do. To some, ML represents a logical extension to AI; however, to others, it is more of a technical unknown
that will require a great deal more research, evaluation and consideration. Again, the larger services
organizations have been the first to understand, embrace and integrate into their existing services
operations.
Dealing with a Changing Workforce / Leveraging a Contingent Workforce
Perhaps the most illustrative example of leveraging a contingent workforce was presented by Fabricio
Sallette, Director of Service Operations at Sealed Air. He explained how Sealed Air currently uses 11
different contingent workforce companies located across the United States to augment the company’s inhouse field force in support of customers. While it would have been better to only have to use a smaller
handful of outsourced labor vendors, these 11 were chosen on the basis of their ability to support multiple
platforms and a wider geographical footprint.
However, according to Sallette, there is “always one Sealed Air employee accompanying them” when they
appear at the customer site – essentially to provide customers with a sense that Sealed Air stands fully
behind the service delivery, as well as ensure that the contingent workforce is “performing up to [the
company’s] expectations.”
One unexpected result from the use of a contingent labor force is that, while customers “don’t complain
about the use of an on-demand field force”, the company has been “getting pushback from the existing
field technicians” who sometimes suggest that they could have done the “extra” work, although not
necessarily taking into account the internal costs associated with overtime, travel expenses, etc. Still,
results from some of SFG℠’s most recent surveys reflect a significantly growing interest in the use of ondemand labor, and this was truly echoed by several of the presenters over the course of the conference.

C. Main Takeaways from WBR’s 2017 Field Service Fall Conference
The main takeaways from WBR’s 2017 Field Service Fall Conference may be characterized as follows:
• Digital Transformation is here, and it will only gain more traction – quickly – over time
• The IoT has empowered services organizations of all types, sizes and geographic coverage to provide
their respective customers with a connected services environment – regardless of whether their
installed base is entirely digitized or not (i.e., the ability to embed sensors represents the primary
catalyst, or equalizer, across all services organizations)
• Augmented Reality (AR) is already here, and in broadening use – even while it merges with Virtual
Reality (VR) and is linked to Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
• While less is commonly known about the description, application and uses of AI and ML, there is a
growing interest in each of these technologies that will ultimately lead to widespread acceptance
• The use of a contingent workforce is also growing in acceptance, and many services organizations are
presently experiencing the benefits of outsourcing portions of their field force through these third-party
“feet on the street” vendors, as well as from Freelance Management Systems (FMS) solution providers
such as conference exhibitor, WorkMarket
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About WBR Field Service Fall
Innovation. Progression. That’s Field Service! WBR’s Field Service events are where cross-industry service,
support, and customer care leaders come together to build world-class service and field operations and ignite
their careers. From niche small-group discussions to Aha! moment keynotes, field service professionals learn
ways to advance all areas of service including IoT, self service, technician retention, parts management, revenue
generation, and more. We’ve built into Field Service the most innovative, interactive formats that have been
tried and tested to ensure attendees gain the most value from their three days out of the office.
For the 2017 event, WBR has pulled out all the stops, hosting the largest Field Service Fall Exhibit Hall to date!
We’ve done the legwork identifying which solutions are market leading and sought after by our attendees. All
you need to do is show up and explore... And while you’re at it, enjoy the games, specialty coffee, margaritas,
giveaways, cash prizes and so much more!
For information about WBR’s upcoming 2018 Field Service event, please visit our Website at
https://fieldserviceusa.wbresearch.com.
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